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LEIDEN BENCH. Inspired by mid-20th
century Danish furniture, combines
the simplicity and elegance of Danish
furniture with a finish that highlights
the natural beauty of the wood
H: 24" x W: 62" x D: 26"

MONTECARLO CHAIR. Built on a
sturdy ebony frame. It stands out for
its sophistication and sleek lines. Has
been created for those seeking the
perfect harmony between
functionality and timeless luxury
H: 26" x W: 36" x D: 34"

AVIGNON CHAIR. Combines smooth
lines with a solid construction. Its
Regency-style legs and molded
frame come together to create a
sleek, sturdy seat. The arms feature
a delicate movement.
H: 34" x W: 26" x D: 27"

FAENZA COCKTAIL TABLE. Made up
of 2 tables, a large organic shaped
table supported by columns,
reflecting a balance between fluidity
& stability and a round table that
features an engraved surface
H: 18" x W: 63" x D: 47"

VERONA LAMP TABLE. A fusion of
traditional & contemporary design. A
set of two tables with molded legs
that descend into triangular bases,
these tables offer a distinctive,
modern elegant silhouettes 
H: 26" x W: 41" x D: 24"

LYON LAMP. With its stylized figure
and ebonized finish, this lamp brings
elegance and character to any
space. Its shape, reminiscent of a
work of art
H: 64" x W: 20" x D: 20"

https://we.tl/t-P2SQn3qYsF
http://www.fonts.com/BannerScript/PublishersUsedFont/f12542c6-4f5a-4a83-aa24-7170e0ec7e94
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COMPANY INFORMATION
Alfonso Marina offers high-end furniture with the finest selection of materials and finishes, providing design and quality.

With 50 years in the business, Alfonso Marina has influenced design trends by preserving the essence of creating timeless pieces of the
highest quality that are not limited to a particular period or style, being able to satisfy diverse tastes that work in current metropolitan
decorations and casual environments.

Alfonso Marina ́s extension reaches the most demanding audiences around the world, remaining a proud Mexican brand.
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